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Upscale, Portable Seating System for 36 to 20,000+
Supported Using Contur ® Modular Scaffold
Tip Up Plastic Seats for Maximum Comfort and Durability
Easy and Fast to Erect
Ideal Applications - But Not Limited To...
Tennis and Golf Tournaments, Auto and Power Boat Racing, Swim Meets, Gymnastics, Boxing Matches,
Basketball, Soccer, Baseball and Other Sporting Events, Casino Events, Amusement and Entertainment Venues
- As ticket prices for major, upscale events increase,
customers are demanding clean looking, professional
seating.
- Unlike traditional bleachers, the AB Elite Grandstand
Seating System requires fewer pieces. This portable
system provides the comfort of permanent seats
with full backrests.

- 9 basic components can be combined to
create full row seating with side aisles,
center aisle seating, seating with entertainment skyboxes, or floor seating. This
is a very flexible design.
- This system will meet the customer’s
expectations, while providing the owner
with an attractive quality product that is
simple to erect.
- The seating structure is constructed from
the highest quality materials; and then hot
dipped galvanized to provide superior
corrosion resistance.
- Corner components, all styles of access,
even palletized storage systems are
available to reduce storage and transportation costs.
- Flooring and aisle materials are designed
to last a minimum of 10 years under
normal use.
Meets all applicable state and federal codes.

All photos and drawings are for illustration only. Always concerned with the improvement of the quality of this product, the manufacturer reserves the right to modify specifications without
prior notice. Follow all applicable ANSI and OSHA Codes and Regulations for the use of this equipment. Do not use this product in areas where user can come in contact with live power.

Contur Modular Scaffold is 100 % hot dipped galvanized to provide a
high quality, long lasting appearance with superior corrosion resistance.
Contur Modular Scaffold...
Simple, Quick, Assembly with NO LOOSE PARTS.

Vomitory

Vomitory allows for convenient access
to seating system from ground level
without interrupting line of sight.

Have a Seat . . . Almost Anywhere

Contur Modular Scaffold Understructure

9 Basic Assembly Components

System Platform

Rear Seat Beam

Intermediate Seat Beam

Starter Seat Beam

Plank Support
Rear Guard Panel
Side Guard Panel

3 Seat Chair Frame

Support Saddle
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